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Get Introduced to the World of Oil Painting by the Masters!!! Attention All Oil Painting Enthusiasts!!! -

Before You Get Started...Let Experts Teach You about Origin And Basics to learn oil painting! From: Joe

Montalvo Dear Friend, If you have always wanted to be a professional oil painter but never got the

opportunity to join a class or get guidance by an expert, then pay attention. You are reading the most

important letter of your life. This letter will open for you the door to success; it will not only take you to the

world of Oil Painting but give you more than you could ever ask for! This is just the beginning. Getting

Introduced to Oil Painting The most important thing in every art form is to grasp the basics. One, who tries
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to learn an art form without knowing the basics and the origin of it, gets no success as their foundation is

weak. Oil painting is an interesting form of art, but it must be understood to appreciate it and understand it

well. Keeping this in mind I present to you the e-book 'Getting Introduced to Oil Painting' where in I have

included carefully selected chapters which with take you step by step into the world of Oil Painting. You

will not be alone; you will be directed to the oil painting world by the experts themselves. Getting

Introduced to Oil Painting' contains comprehensive details about the origin and birth of oil painting. It will

take you back to the era when oil painting was known to none, and slowly artists recognized the need for

it and how the entire innovation of oil paining technique came into being. A Must-Have Before You Get

Started!!! Through this e-book, I wish to offer a chance to all the oil painting enthusiasts to get face to face

with their favorite art form. Don't just learn the art, know it completely! And then only you can be the

master. Learn about the interesting story of oil painting invention and get to known many such things that

you had never known before! It's a must have for all beginners before they get started with oil painting, -

know the art! What's Inside 'Getting Introduced to Oil Painting There cannot be a better way to get

introduced to the oil painting world than through the masters of the art. In the e-book 'Getting Introduced

to Oil Painting' you will get to learn about things that cannot be taught in any art class. Before, you start

learning the art of oil painting, 'Getting Introduced to Oil Painting' prepares the ground for it. It gives you

inputs about the origin of the art and the basic things that you need to know about it. You may wonder -

Why is it so necessary? Well, It's upon you to decide - what do YOU want to be - Just another Oil Painter

or a Master Painter? Therein lays the answer to all your questions. To be a master in the field, get the

'Perfect Introduction' through the ace oil painters themselves. I understand that you may not have enough

time to go through searching detail information on Oil Painting through the different media, or attend

coaching classes. This is why I have specially brought 'Getting Introduced to oil painting technique For

Beginners' for the oil painters enthusiasts of today. The e-book contains concise and impact-full oil

painting instructions that will give you the perfect introduction to the world of Oil Painting. The highlights of

the e-book are as follows: * Brief history of oil painting - Get to know the story of invention * Introduction

to oil painting mediums - What is linseed oil and what are the different forms? * Benefits and

disadvantages of using linseed oil as a binder * Using alternatives oils as mediums * What are the things

required to get started in oil painting * Tips for beginners in oil painting The e-book will give you acquaint

you with the basics of oil painting. It gives you a fair idea about the origin from where the oil painting



technique has been developed. It also helps you to understand in detail about the different binders used

in oil painting. This would help you in creating a proper understanding about the main requisites for oil

painting. It gives you a thorough know-how of oil painting. This is not all - the e-book also guides the

beginners on how to get the best and most important things required to get started with oil painting. It

gives you answers to some of the most frequently asked questions by beginners in oil painting. Some of

the question are: * What to choose and what to avoid? * Where to invest and where not to? * How to

select the best painting brush while getting started? * Which type of canvas to choose? * Which type of oil

painting medium is best for beginners? * With this guide you'll save your money on many oil painting

books that won't teach half of what you'll get here. All this and much more are available at a very

reasonable rate, because I believe that knowledge cannot be priced high so that it goes useless. It must

be made available to as many as possible at the least cost! Exciting Bonus Features with your Order!!!

Bonus#1 MP3 Audio Bonus#2 10 Related oil painting technique PLR Articles There are more surprises in

store for you. With every order of 'Getting Introduced to Oil Painting', you will get ten bonus PLR articles

on oil painting Absolutely Free!!! Welcome to the world of oil painting!!! There cannot be a better way to

get introduce to your dream. Order now! And grab this opportunity before it's too late!!! Sincerely: Joe

Montalvo P.S And you'll even get my 1,500 website design so you can make money in this struggling

economy from this great oil painting technique, and sell it for a profit if you like, but this offer is only For A

VERY Limited Time. Yes, That's Right! You Can Download the oil painting instructions and techniques

ebook and my $1,500 website For Only $9.95!
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